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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to digital switching networks, and more particularly to a packet switching network for providing a communications path among a plurality of processors that handle messages at a source and a destination.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Recent advances in data communications have given rise to a need for methods of connecting a large number of high performance processors in a distributed processing system. The goal of such methods is to maximize the number of processors that may be simultaneously interconnected and to minimize the time required to make the connections.

[0003] U.S. Patent No. 4,885,739, entitled "Interprocessor Switching Network" and assigned to the present assignee, describes a digital switching network for handling data transfers among a number of processors. The switching network is used with a distributed system of data stations, such as systems of computers or telephones with related supervisory and peripheral equipment. Cluster processors handle messages at each data station and are organized into nodes, each having a node controller. Point-to-point connections are via a switching matrix, and the data transmission uses packet switching techniques to transfer data and various control messages from node to node or within a node.

[0004] The switching network described in U.S. Patent No. 4,885,739 is characterized by several hardware features, including node controllers for handling nodes of cluster processors, gateways for providing an interface for node controllers into the switching matrix, interchange control system, and an interchange that includes the switching matrix. It is also characterized by the use of a multi-level communications protocol, having at least three levels. A first level handles communications between gateways and the switching matrix. A second level handles communications between node controllers. A third level handles communications between application processors of the user's equipment.

[0005] U.S. Patent No. 5,291,480, assigned to the present assignee, describes a system of node controllers, in which node processing is synchronized so that each node controller performs the same tasks simultaneously. This system reduces processing overhead involving the level two and level three protocols.

[0006] Typically, in switching networks such as that of U.S. Patent No. 4,885,739, the level one protocol involves a number of control messages. Processing tasks are triggered by the receipt of appropriate messages. These messages include service, path, and release requests and corresponding acknowledgements. The messages contribute to processing overhead in that not only are a number of different messages used, but also the different messages are exchanged between the various components.

[0007] Although this technique works well in practice, as the number of data stations increases, so does the complexity of the switching process. The generation and communication of the various control messages requires increased processing overhead. A need exists for an improved method of using a switching network to handle a large number of messages in a given time.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The invention relates to a switching network as claimed in Claim 1 and to a method for providing connections as claimed in Claim 18.

[0009] One aspect of the invention is a switching network for providing data communication between user processors of processor-based communications equipment. The processors are arranged in clusters having nodes and a node controller. A switching matrix establishes a point-to-point connection between an originating processor and a destination processor. An interchange control system in communication with the switching matrix, has at least one request buffer for multiplexing service request control messages from originating processors, and has a connection controller for maintaining a central queue of service requests and for establishing connections within the switching matrix in accordance with the service requests. A gateway system provides access from the node controllers to the switching matrix for transmissions of packet data, and provides access from the node controllers to the interchange control system for transmissions of control messages. The switching network transfers packet data in accordance with a protocol of control messages that include the service requests, and is synchronized with a packet frame synchronization signal, such that the operations of the switching matrix, interchange control system, and gateway system occur in periodic cycles. Various processing steps associated with the transmission of packets are simultaneously performed, such that certain steps associated with a current packet are performed during the same frame as steps associated with a next or previous packet.

[0010] A technical advantage of the invention is that it provides switching for a large number of connections, but yet permits control operations to be relatively simple. Several control messages, which are required in existing switching
networks, are not needed. More specifically, centralized queueing of service requests eliminates the need for outbound service requests and path requests. Packet frame synchronization eliminates the need for release requests. Service requests are handled in order of receipt, even if deferred, which results in a "fair" treatment of requests.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] Figure 1 illustrates one type of distributed processor communications system, with which the invention may be used.

[0012] Figure 2 illustrates another type of distributed processor communications system, with which the invention may be used.

[0013] Figure 3 is a block diagram, which illustrates the basic components of the switching network.

[0014] Figure 4 illustrates the level 1 protocol used by the switching network.

[0015] Figure 5 illustrates the pipelined operation of the switching network.

[0016] Figure 6 is a block diagram of a node controller pair and its connection to a processor cluster.

[0017] Figure 7 is a block diagram of a node controller.

[0018] Figure 8 is a block diagram of a gateway group and its nodes.

[0019] Figure 9 is a block diagram of a gateway.

[0020] Figure 10 is a block diagram of a group controller.

[0021] Figure 11 is a block diagram of a request buffer.

[0022] Figure 12 is a block diagram of the connection controller.

[0023] Figure 13 is a block diagram of a matrix plane of the switching matrix.

[0024] Figure 14 illustrates the format for the RB service request links.

[0025] Figure 15 illustrates the format for the RB service acknowledge links.

[0026] Figure 16 illustrates the format for the RB path acknowledge links.

[0027] Figure 17 illustrates the format for the RB release acknowledge links.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

List of Abbreviations

[0028] The following is an explanation of abbreviations used in this patent application.

CC    connection controller
CCS   common channel signalling
CP    cluster processor
DSTB  data strobe
FIFO  first-in, first out
GC    group controller
GPA   group address
GW    gateway
GWA   gateway address
GWY   gateway
L1    Level 1
L2    Level 2
L3    Level 3
L4    Level 4
MC    maintenance controller
NC    node controller
ns    nanosecond
O**   originating device or message, i.e., OCN for originating node controller
OGWY  originating gateway
ONC   originating node controller
OPAK  originating path acknowledgement
ORAK  originator request acknowledge
PAR   parity
PFS   packet frame synchronization
RAM   random access memory
RACK  request acknowledge
RB request buffer
RFSAK service request acknowledgement
RSTB request strobe
S** server device, i.e., SNC for server node controller
SGPA server group address
SGW server gateway
SGWA server gateway address
SM switching matrix
SNC server node controller
SAPK server path acknowledgement
SRAK server request acknowledge
STB strobe
TRC trace indicator

Typical Applications of the Switching Network

[0029] Figures 1 and 2 illustrate two different distributed processing systems, with which the invention may be used. In each of these figures, the invention is referred to as switching network (SN) 10.

[0030] In Figure 1, SN 10 is used as a signal transfer point in a common channel signalling (CCS) system. In a CCS system, communications links carry data across the system, using packet switching nodes. These packet switching nodes are known as signal transfer points. As common channel signalling becomes more prevalent in data communications systems, the message throughput requirements for signal transfer points increase. SN 10 is designed to accommodate these demands.

[0031] In Figure 2, SN 10 is used as part of a telephone switch control system 21. In this embodiment, SN 10 is connected to a number of processor blocks, which include feature processors 22, SS7 interfaces 24, administrative support equipment 26, communication interfaces 28, maintenance processors 30, call processing equipment 32, translation equipment 34, and packet handlers 36. These processor blocks are connected through SN 10 to provide a fast communication between the processors. A matrix control circuit 40 interfaces SN 10 to a switch matrix 42. Line/trunk frames 44 are connected to matrix 42 and line/trunk interfaces 46, and primary access control circuits 48 are connected between SN 10 and matrix 40.

Overview of the Switching Network Structure

[0032] Figure 3 is a block diagram of SN 10, including a node control system 66. The basic components of SN 10 are gateways (GWY) 82, gateway group controllers (GC's) 88, interchange control (INC) system 86, maintenance control (MC) system 70, and SM (switching matrix) 80.

[0033] For purposes of simplicity, Figure 3 shows gateway system 50 with only one group of GWY's 82. However, the complete gateway system 50 has a number of groups of gateways 82. Similarly, Figure 3 shows only one group of NC's 78 for one gateway group, whereas a complete SN 10 has a group of NC's 78 for each of a number of gateway groups.

[0034] The embodiment described herein has 3 RB's 90, each of which are associated with 4 GC's 88. Each GC 88 is associated with 16 GWY's 82. Thus, SN 10 has up to 192 NC's 78 and 192 nodes.

[0035] The operation of SN 10 involves communications on three protocol levels. Level 1 (L1) is for requesting the creation of links between GWY's 82, and subsequent release, within SM 80. Level 2 (L2) is for communications between NC's 78. Level 3 (L3) is for communications between CP's 72. A fourth level, Level 4 (L4), is used for maintenance functions, such as tracing, parity, and selection of redundant planes, as well as for providing a timing signal for packet frame synchronization (PFS).

[0036] Node control system 66 has a number of node controllers (NC's) 78, which are connected to an application system having a number of processors, such as those described above in connection with Figures 1 and 2. The processors of the application system are herein referred to as "cluster processors" (CP's) 72. It is assumed that each CP 72 has access to interface memory for storing flags, messages, and data. The interface between SN 10 and the applications system, which includes a processor cluster bus 74, is further explained below in connection with Figure 6. The structure and operation of node control system 66 is described in connection with Figure 7.

[0037] GWY's 82 provide NC's 78 with a L1 protocol interface and access to packet links 110. Each GC 88 acts as an interface between its group of GWY's 82 and the services of its RB 90. GWY's 82 and GC's 88 are described below in connection with Figures 8 - 10.

[0038] Interchange control system 86 has two basic functions: monitoring the status of GWY's 82 and generating
connection commands for SM 80. Connection controller (CC) is in communication with SM 80 via a connect bus 111. 
CC 98 is also in communication with a number of RB's 90. Each RB 90 serves a group controller (GC) 88, which in 
turn, each control a gateway group, having a number of gateways (GWY's) 82. Interchange control system 86 is de-
scribed below in connection with Figures 11 and 12.

[0039] SM 80 establishes point-to-point connections between a source CP 72 destination CP 72, using a switching 
matrix. Transfer of packet data occurs via packet links 110 from GWY's 82. SM 80 is described below in connection 
with Figure 13.

[0040] There are two groups of packet links 110, inbound and outbound. Inbound links carry L2 packet data from 
GWY's 82 to SM 80. Outbound links carry packets from SM 80 to GWY's 82. The packet data travels from GWY's 82 
through SM 80, and back out GWY's 82.

[0041] Communications of L1 control messages within interchange control system 86 and to GWY's 82 are accom-
plished with various connection command links. These links and their formats are explained below in the "Intercon-
nections" section of this patent application.

[0042] In each of these subsystems of SN 10, various components may be duplicated for redundancy in case of 
equipment failure. Redundant pairs of elements are herein referred to equivalently as a unit or a pair, i.e., NC 78 or 
NC pair 78. Elements of a pair are referred to as A and B copies. If a pair is used, it is assumed that appropriate inputs 
and outputs are to both components comprising the pair.

Synchronized Operation

[0043] U.S. Patent No. 5,291,460 describes a NC system 66 and a method for synchronizing the operation of NC's 
78. The L2 and L3 protocols used by SN 10 are described in that patent application.

[0044] Figure 4 illustrates the Level 1 protocol used by SN 10. The complete transfer of a message has three phases: 
service request and request acknowledge, path establish and acknowledge, and release acknowledge.

[0045] Steps 41 - 43 illustrates the service request and request knowledge phase. In step 41, the OGWY 82 sends 
a service request to its GC 88. In step 42, the GC 88 acknowledges the request and sends the request to its RB 90. 
In step 43, the RB 90 acknowledges the request and sends it to the CC 98.

[0046] Steps 44 - 46 illustrates the path establish and acknowledge phase. In step 44, the CC 98 transfers connection 
commands to SM 80 and transfers path acknowledgments to ORB 90 and SRB 90. In step 45, the ORB 90 and SRB 
90 send their respective OPAK and SPAK messages to their GC's 88. In step 46, the GC's 88 send the OPAK and 
SPAK messages to their GWY's 82.

[0047] Steps 47 and 48 illustrates the release acknowledge phase. In step 47, ORB 90 and SRB 90 send OPAK and 
SPAK messages to their GC's 88. In step 48, the GC's 88 send the OPAK and SPAK messages to their GWY's 82.

[0048] The L1 protocol is implemented with synchronization within SN 10 and centralized queuing of service re-
quests. The service request queuing is accomplished with special buffers in CC 98, as described below in connection 
with Figure 12. An advantage of the queuing is that it eliminates the need for outbound service requests, i.e., those 
to a server NC 78, and path requests.

[0049] Packet frame synchronization eliminates the need for release requests. Packet transfers occur within fixed 
intervals with respect to a packet frame and are completed before the end of the frame. Each NC 78 checks the status 
of server acknowledge and originator acknowledge signals from its associated GWY 82 twice during every packet 
frame. A first check is for receipt of an originator or server path acknowledgement (OPAK or SPAK), and the second 
check is to make sure that a release has occurred. These status checks occur at fixed times within the packet frame. 
Thus, RB's 90 generate release acknowledgements automatically, without the need for a release request. A register 
on each RB 90 controls the timing of a release acknowledgement within the packet frame so that it is received by GWY 
82 between the time NC 78 checks for OPAK or SPAK and the time it checks for release.

[0050] To maintain compatibility with other versions of SN 10, although path and release requests are not required, 
interchange control subsystem 88 ignores them if they are received.

[0051] Path acknowledgements are transmitted within a fixed time interval with respect to the packet frame. Release 
acknowledgements are also transmitted within a fixed time interval and are transmitted to all GWY's 82 regardless of 
whether or not all GWY's 82 were involved in a packet transfer during that frame.

[0052] The duration of a packet frame is typically in the range of 30 microseconds to 120 microseconds. Although 
packet transfers occur within a single frame, due to pipelined operations within SN 10, it takes several packet frames 
for a service request to be delivered from a NC 78 to CC 98 and be processed in CC 98, a connection established in 
SM 80, and a path acknowledgement returned to NC 78.

[0053] Figure 5 illustrates the pipelined operations of SN 10. The packet frame, i.e., frame n, is identified with the 
packet frame during which actual packet transfers take place. All other operations are referenced to this frame n. The 
following operations are executed in parallel within a single frame period:
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(1) NC's 78 send service requests to their GWY's 82. The GWY's 82 send the requests to GC's 88, which relay the requests to RB's 90 for frame n+2 and beyond.
(2) CC 98 first processes all of the requests deferred from the previous packet frame period, and then processes the new requests coming from RB's 90 to produce as full a set of SM 80 connections as possible for frame n+2.
(3) CC 98 sends connection commands and path acknowledgments to SM 80 and RB's 90, respectively, for the set of connections to be established in frame n+1.
(4) RB's 90 send path acknowledgments to GWY's 82 for frame n at the beginning of frame n, and send release acknowledgments to GWY's 82 for frame n at the end of frame n.
(5) SM 80 establishes a connection path for frame n for the duration of the frame. NC's 78 execute the L2 protocol and transfer packets.

It should be understood that although Figure 5 illustrates one connection, a number of connections may simultaneously occur.

Node Control System

[0054] Referring again to Figure 3, node control subsystem 66 comprises a number of node controllers (NC's) 78. As stated above, Figure 3 provides only a partial picture of the complete system of NC's 78. Each NC 78 is associated with a separate node, where a "node" is defined as the point at which the cluster of CP's 72 connects to SN 10. Thus, as explained above, SN 10 may have up to 192 NC's and accommodate up to 192 nodes.

[0055] Figure 6 illustrates a NC pair 76 and its connection to a cluster of processors 51. For redundancy, NC's 78 are used in pairs, with each pair supporting a processor cluster 51. Thus, the SN 10 embodiment of this description, when fully configured, supports 96 processor clusters 51. Processor cluster 51 could be part of one of the applications system described above in connection with Figures 1 and 2 or could be some other system using processors that communicate with each other. In the embodiment of Figure 6, each processor cluster 51 consists of 16 redundant pairs of CP's 72, for a total of 32 CP's 72 per cluster 51.

[0056] Figure 7 is a block diagram of a NC 78. The general structure and operation of NC's 78 is described in detail in U.S. Patent No. 5,291,480. That patent application describes a system of NC's 78, whose processing is synchronized so that all NC's 78 perform the same processes simultaneously.

[0057] In general, an originating NC (ONC) 78 initiates a service request when it requires connection to a server NC (SNC) 78. The ONC 78 initiates the service request by writing a server address into a server address register in GWY 82, followed by activating a service request signal. After a packet transmission is complete, the service request is cleared in ONC 78 by a service request acknowledgement being returned.

Gateways and Group Controllers

[0058] Referring again to Figure 3, in the embodiment of this description, 16 GWY's 82 comprise a gateway group and are associated with a GC 88. Up to 12 gateway groups may be used to comprise a complete gateway subsystem 50, which supports 192 nodes.

[0059] Figure 8 shows one gateway group and its 16 nodes, where GC 88 is a redundant pair. Referring to both Figures 3 and 8, each GWY 82 uses four interconnects, namely, a gateway bus 84, GC response bus 91, GC service request link 92, and packet links 110. In operation, GWY's 82 provide NC's 78 and CP's 72 with access to SN 10 via gateway bus 84. GWY's 82 access GC's 88 via GC service request links 92 and GC response bus 91. GWY's 82 access SM 80 via packet links 110 for transporting data packets between NC's 78, or between a NC 78 and a CP 72, or between two CP's 72.

[0060] Figure 9 is a block diagram of a GWY 82, which shows the interconnects of a GWY 82 and the internal components of each GWY 82. These internal components include a NC interface 254, a packet interface 256, a GC request interface 268, a GC response interface 274, and a state controller 278.

[0061] Gateway bus 84 connects each GWY 82 to a NC 78. Gateway bus 84 has a number of functions. A first function is the exchange of data between a NC 78 and packet links 110. A second function is receiving service requests from NC 78. A third function is acknowledging a path to NC 78. A fourth function is supporting maintenance tasks.

[0062] GC response bus 91 and GC request link 92 connect GWY 82 to GC 88. More specifically, GC request link 92 transmits service requests from GWY 82 to an associated GC 88. GC response bus 91 is used by a GC 88 to transmit the following signals to its GWY's 82: service request acknowledgments, originator path acknowledgments, server path acknowledgments, and release acknowledgments.

[0063] NC interface 254 is connected to packet interface 256 via a control/status line 276. NC interface 254 is connected to state controller 278 by a control/status line 280. NC interface 254 is connected to GC request interface 268 by a control/status line 282 and a service request address line 284. NC interface 254 is connected to GC response
interface 274 by a control/status line 286 and by an originating/server path acknowledge line 288.

[0064] GC request interface 286 is connected to GC response interface 274 by timing line 300. State controller 278 is connected to GC response interface 274 via timing line 300 and control line 302.

[0065] Packet interface 256 handles transfers of packet data via packet links 110. It is connected to NC interface 254 via control/status line 276. It receives clock signals from SM 80 via packet link 110.

[0066] Referring again to Figures 3 and 8, each GC 88 is an interface between its group of GWY's 82 and the services of its associated RB 90. GC's 88 are connected to NC's 78 via a maintenance bus 117, to GWY's 82 via GC response bus 91 and GC request link 92, and to RB's 90 via a number of request and acknowledge links 113, 114, 115, and 116. The main components of GC 88 are a GC request receiver 565, GC response bus interface 578, service request interface 570, path request interface 586, release request interface 584, timing generator 634, and maintenance microprocessor 630.

[0067] Figure 10 is a block diagram of a single GC 88. The main components of GC 88 are a GC request receiver 565, GC response bus interface 578, service request interface 570, path request interface 586, release request interface 584, timing generator 634, and maintenance microprocessor 630.

[0068] GC 88 multiplexes requests from its GWY's 82, so that only one request from its GWY group is accepted at one time. An originating service request is initiated by an ONC 78 when it requires connection to a SNC 78. The server gateway address (SGWA) and the server group address (SGPA) are passed to GC 88 with the service request. After initiation of a service request, request link 92 is busy until GC 88 accepts the request. Once GC 88 accepts the request, it responds with a service request acknowledgement (RFSAK) on response bus 91 to OGWY 82 to indicate that a request has been accepted. The RFSAK message idles request link 91 so that it is available for other transactions.

[0069] Further details about the structure of GWY's 82 and GC's 88 are set out in U.S. Patent No. 4,885,739, which is incorporated by reference to the extent not inconsistent with the description herein.

Interchange Control Subsystem

[0070] Referring again to Figure 3, interchange control subsystem 86 comprises a number of request buffers (RB's) 90 and a connection controller (CC) 98.

[0071] In the embodiment of this description, there are 3 RB's 90. Each RB 90 serves a maximum of 4 GC's 88, and thus serves 64 GWY's 82.

[0072] Figure 11 is a block diagram of one RB 90. Its main components are a service request interface 1102, release acknowledge interface 1104, path acknowledge interface 1106, originator request memory 1108, originator request error memory 1110, state controller 1112, CC service request interface 1114, connect bus interface 1116, timing generator 1118, and maintenance microprocessor 1120.

[0073] Each RB 90 provides multiplexing for originator service requests from its associated GC's 88 to its associated CC 98 via RB service request links 113. RB 90 receives a service request from a GC 88, converts the serial data stream into a parallel format, and multiplexes the request onto CC service request link 116. RB service request links 113, RB service acknowledge links 114, RB path acknowledge links 115, and RB release acknowledge links 116 are described below in connection with Figures 14 - 17.

[0074] RB 90 receives path acknowledgements from CC 98 via connect bus 111. RB 90 buffers them for one packet frame period, then distributes them to its GC's 88 via RB path acknowledge link 115. RB 90 also sends, via its GC's 88, release acknowledgements to its GWY's 82 within a specified interval each frame. These release acknowledgements are transmitted to all GWY's 82 at the end of the packet frame, regardless of whether all GWY's 82 were connected for that frame. These broadcasted release acknowledgements are part of the synchronous operation of SN 10.

[0075] As explained above in connection with the L1 protocol, SN 10 uses service requests, but does not require path requests and release requests. However, to maintain compatibility with other versions of SN 10, RB 90 is designed to ignore path requests and release requests from GWY's 82 via CC 88 if they are used.

[0076] RB 90 also distributes timing signals and control messages needed by its associated GC's 88. It receives its timing signals from MC 70.

[0077] RB 90 handles L1 protocol operations in parallel with respect to its GC's 88. More specifically, RB 90 can receive a service request from each of its GC's 88 in a 400 nanosecond (ns) period, and can transmit path acknowledgements and release acknowledgements to each of its GC's 88 in a 400 ns period. It can present a new service request to CC 98 every 100 ns.

[0078] Each RB 90 maintains an originator request memory 1106, which indicates the OGWY's 82 that have issued a service request during a packet frame. This originator request memory 1108 is organized as a 64 x 1 bit random access memory (RAM), with addresses 0 - 63 corresponding to the 64 GWY's 82 associated with that RB 90. A "1" stored at a particular address means that an originator service request has been received from the corresponding OGWY 82. Two logical RAM banks are provided for the originator request memory 1108. During a frame, one bank is used to register service requests, and the other is cleared.

[0079] NC 78 is programmed so that no more than one service request is issued during a single packet frame. This limit is used to detect cases where a faulty NC 78 or GWY 82 is issuing spurious service requests. When an originator service request is presented to RB 90, a bit in the originator request memory 1108 corresponding to the OGWY 82 is
examined. If it is "one", the request is deleted and not transmitted to the CC 98, an error flag is set, and a "one" is written to an originator request error memory 1110, which is organized like originator request memory 1108. MC 70 can read the error flag and any location in the originator request error memory 1110.

[0060] Figure 12 is a block diagram of CC 98. Referring to Figure 12 and also to Figure 3, CC 98 has the following interconnections: maintenance bus 117, CC service request links 118, and connect bus 111. Its main components are request selector 151, timing interface 152, maintenance interface 153, node status memory 154, new request queue 155, connection state controller 156, holdover queue 157, and connect buffer 158.

[0061] Maintenance bus 117 includes timing lines, over which CC 98 receives timing signals from MC 70. If desired for redundancy, a CC pair 98 may receive a timing bus from each of two MC's 70. The timing lines carry a 40 MHz clock signal, a 500 kHz L1 frame sync signal, a packet frame synchronization (PFS) signal, and a sync signal. The 500 kHz L1 frame sync signal is used for synchronizing L1 control messages.

[0062] Maintenance bus 117 also includes maintenance task lines, with which various registers of CC 98 are accessed by MC 70. Maintenance task lines may be implemented with an 8-bit, multiplexed, address-data bus, such as an RS-422 DEX control bus, with a parity bit added and having a redefined DATA OUT signal, which is used as a bus acknowledge signal to permit both read and write error detection.

[0063] Connect bus 111, at the beginning of each frame, transmits the contents of connect buffer 158, filled during the previous frame, to RB's 90 and SM 80. Connect bus 111 is a synchronous, parallel, time-multiplexed bus, with 192 timeslots. Each timeslot corresponds to 192 locations in connect buffer 158, and thus to 192 destination node addresses. The signals carried by connect bus 111 correspond to fields in connect buffer 158, which are explained below.

[0064] Referring again to Figure 5, during a single packet frame period, CC 98 queues service requests from RB's 90, examines service request queues and establishes connections for a subsequent frame, transfers a list of connections generated during the previous frame to SM 80, and sends path acknowledgements to RB's 90. Thus, CC 98 provides the following functions:

1. Maintains a centralized queue of service requests,
2. Establishes connections for service requests,
3. Generates connection lists that control SM 80,
4. Generates path acknowledgements for RB's 90, and
5. Maintains node status memory 154.

[0065] The centralized queueing function is an important feature of the invention, which permits service requests to be processed in the order received. This is true even when the connection is deferred because of a previous connection allocation within the current processing frame. All requests that cannot be processed are deferred to holdover queue 157, in the same order as received, for processing in a subsequent packet frame.

[0066] As illustrated in Figure 4, CC 98 generates server path acknowledgements and originator path acknowledgements in response to service requests from GC 88. These acknowledgements are transmitted to the SGW 82 and OGW 82 by CC 98 via the associated RB 90 over path acknowledge link 115 and via GC 88 over GC response bus 92. If an acknowledgement is received by GWY 82, a signal is transmitted to NC 78 via NC interface 254 to initiate the packet data transfer. An L2 busy flag indicating transmission of packet data is set on GWY 82, thereby inhibiting service requests on GC service request link 92. Separate signals are provided to NC 78 for server and originator path acknowledgements.

[0067] CC 98 receives service requests from RB's 90 via CC service request links 118 and request selector 151. In the embodiment described herein, CC 98 may process one new service request every 50 ns. Each RB 90 may deliver one new service request to CC 98 every 100 ns. Because each CC 98 controls 3 RB's 90, the maximum rate at which the 3 RB's 90 can deliver requests is greater than the rate at which CC 98 can process them. Thus, RB's 90 contend for processing by CC 98. Request selector 151 examines each of CC service request links 118 on a rotating priority basis, and places, at most, one new request into new request queue 155 every 50 ns. Request selector 151 uses a READY line, which is part of CC service request link 118, to control the flow of incoming service requests, by asserting the READY line when it is able to receive a new request. RB 90 uses the status of the READY line to set a request acknowledge bit going back to GC 88 on RB service acknowledge link 114.

[0068] CC 98 operates with two queues, new request queue 155 and holdover queue 157, in which pending requests are stored and which are organized as FIFO buffers. A connection state controller 156 reads the queues to make connections for a new packet frame.

[0069] Service requests are first stored in new request queue 155. Service requests read from new request queue 155 are honored only if both the originator and the server node addresses, which are contained in the request, correspond to idle nodes, as determined by node status memory 154. A holdover queue 157 stores requests that have been examined by connection state controller 156, but that cannot be honored because one of the two node is busy. Requests from new request queue 155 are processed after all requests in holdover queue 157 have been examined.
In the preferred embodiment, holdover queue 157 has two parts: holdover queue 157a and 157b. During a frame, deferred requests are read from queue 157a and written to queue 157b. During the next frame, deferred requests are read from queue 157b and written to queue 157a. This alternation continues for every frame. The queue that is being read during a frame is completely emptied during that frame and any deferred requests are transferred to the other queue. Queues 157a and 157b cannot hold a greater number of requests than connection state controller 156 can examine during a single frame. Queues 157a and 157b are best implemented as a single buffer, with a sentinel bit used to distinguish between entries for each queue.

A node status memory 154, organized as a RAM, contains a busy-or-idle status of each node. A node is "busy" if CC 96 has already established a connection for that node during the current frame, and has stored that connection command in connect buffer 158. A node is "idle" if no connection for that node has yet been established by CC 96 during the current frame.

In the preferred embodiment, node status memory 154 comprises two banks of 192 x 1 bit RAM's. Two banks permit processing of requests by connection state controller 156 during the entire frame. During one frame, a first bank is active for maintaining status and the second bank is cleared. During the next frame, the roles of the two banks are reversed. To minimize the time required to process a service request, two RAM's are used in each bank. Each location in a RAM uniquely corresponds to a node address. A "one" in a particular location indicates that the corresponding node is busy. To determine if a service request can be honored, two read operations are required, one for the originator and one for the server. If the request is granted, two write operations are required to mark both the originator and the server nodes busy. If only a single RAM is used per bank, granted requests require four memory cycles, and denied requests require two cycles. However, by using two RAM's per bank and filling them with the same data, the status of the originator node can be read from a first RAM while the status of the server node is read from a second RAM. Granted requests require two write cycles to mark both nodes busy, and thus a total of three memory cycles are required. Denied requests require only one memory cycle. Further explanation of memory cycle times is set out below in connection with connection state controller 156.

Connect buffer 158 comprises two banks of 192 x 13 bit RAM's. Each location, i.e., locations 0 - 191, in connect buffer 158 uniquely corresponds to a node address. The 13 bits of data are organized in fields as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bit</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SERVER</td>
<td>When this bit is set, the node corresponding to the connect buffer location receives a server path acknowledgement signal and is connected to an originator node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ORIG</td>
<td>When this bit is set, the node corresponding to the connect buffer location receives an originator path acknowledgement and is connected to a server node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>SNA</td>
<td>When either of the previous two bits are set, a one-way connection is established from the source node identified by this field to the destination node corresponding to the location accessed in the connect buffer 158.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TRACE</td>
<td>This bit is an active trace bit, which can be used to trigger trace logic on RB's 90 and matrix elements 161.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PARITY A</td>
<td>This is an acknowledge parity bit, generated across the SERVER, ORIG, and TRACE fields, and monitored by RB's 90.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>PARITY C</td>
<td>This is a connect parity bit, generated across the SERVER, ORIG, SNA, and TRACE fields, and monitored by SM 80.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RB's 90 receive the SERVER, ORIG, TRACE, and PARITY A signals via connect bus 111. An active SERVER signal causes a RB 90 to issue a server path acknowledgment (SPAK) for the node corresponding to the particular timeslot. An active ORIG signal causes the RB 90 to issue an originator path acknowledgment (OPAK) for the node corresponding to that timeslot. SM 80 receives all the signals except PARITY A via connect bus 111. The format and operation of connect bus 111 is described below in the "interconnections" section of this patent application.

During a frame, connection information, consisting of connection commands and path acknowledgements, is randomly written to a first bank of connect buffer 158. At the same time, connection information generated in the previous frame is sequentially read from a second bank and transferred to the connect bus interface. Connection information in the second buffer is cleared as it is read so that the buffer is cleared of all connection information before the beginning of the next frame. During the next frame, the roles of the two banks are reversed.

Connection state controller 156 has access to new request queue 155, holdover queue 157, connect buffer 158, and node status memory 154. Connection state controller 156 establishes connections for a packet frame, based on the requests stored in queues 155 and 157 and on the status conditions of node status memory 154.

At the beginning of each frame, connection state controller 156 performs bank swaps on node status memory.
154, holdover queue 157, and connect buffer 158. As explained above, for node status memory 154 and connect buffer 156, information associated with new connections are stored in the RAM bank that was cleared in the prior frame. For holdover queue 157, service requests are read from the bank that was loaded in the last frame and new deferred requests are written into the other bank. If holdover queue 157 contains requests deferred from a previous frame, connection state controller 156 processes them before it processes requests from new request buffer 155.

[0097] CC 98 is designed to maximize the number of service requests that can be processed per frame. To this end, connection state controller 156 performs several operations in parallel. Simultaneously, it processes service requests from holdover queue 157 or new request queue 155, transfers connection information from connect buffer 158 via connect bus 111 to RB's 90 and matrix elements 161, and clears the bank of node status memory 154 used during the previous frame.

[0098] As indicated above, service request processing requires either one or three memory cycles, depending on whether the request is granted or denied. During the first cycle, the busy/idle status of the originator and server nodes are simultaneously read from the currently active bank of node status memory 154. If either node is busy, connection state controller 156 writes the request to holdover queue 157 for deferred processing during the next processing frame, and examines the next request. If both nodes are idle, two additional memory cycles are required. In the second cycle, the server is marked busy in both parts of the active bank of node status memory 154, the address of the originator node is written to the SNA field of the connect buffer location associated with the server node, the SERVER bit is set, the ORIG bit is cleared, and the trace and parity bits are appropriately set. In the third cycle, the originator is marked busy in both parts of the active bank of node status memory 154, the address of the server node is written to the SNA field of the connect buffer location associated with the originator node, the ORIG bit is set, the SERVER bit is cleared, and the trace and parity bits are appropriately set. Thus, at the end of the processing cycle, both nodes will be marked busy in node status memory 154, and two one-way connection commands, i.e., server to originator and originator to server, are stored in connect buffer 158 together with associated path acknowledgments.

[0099] For the special case where the originator node and server node are the same, connection state controller 156 is designed so that both the SERVER and ORIG bits are set in connect buffer 158 at the location corresponding to the node. One method of doing this is for connection state controller 156 to detect that the two node addresses are equal, and then set SERVER and ORIG simultaneously during memory cycles two and three.

[0100] Any requests deferred from a previous frame, i.e., those stored in holdover queue 157, are processed at the beginning of the next frame before new requests are processed. After all deferred requests have been processed, new requests are processed until new request queue 155 is empty or until the end of the frame period. At the end of the frame period, the connection processing sequence is repeated and a new connect buffer is created. While the new buffers are being created, information in connect buffer 158 from the previous frame is transferred to RB's 90 and SM 80 via connect bus 111.

[0101] Referring again to Figure 5, CC 98 is allotted an entire packet frame period to examine originator service requests held in its queues and to establish as many paths to fulfill these requests as possible. The requests will be accomplished with packet transfers in a subsequent frame. After CC 98 has examined as many requests as possible in a frame period, a list of connection commands for that frame is transferred to SM 80 via connect bus 111 during the next frame.

Maintenance Controller

[0102] MC 70 is similar to the analogous component described in U.S. Patent No. 4,885,739, except for the generation of the packet frame synchronization (PFS) signal. This signal, as discussed above in connection with Figure 5, defines the packet frame period used for synchronization. The duration of this period is variable, and is set using a register of MC 70.

[0103] In addition to the PFS signal, the timing bus from MC 70 to CC 98 contains a 40 MHz clock, a 500 kHz L1 frame sync signal and a sync signal.

[0104] The packet frame synchronization signal is distributed to RB's 90 and SM 80, as well as to CC 98. NC's 78 are synchronized to the packet frame synchronization signal via a broadcast facility of SM 80. RB's 90 transmit clock and L1 frame sync signals to GWY's 82 for timing L1 messages.

Switching Matrix

[0105] Switching matrix (SM) 80 makes point-to-point packet link connections, under control of CC 98. In the redundant embodiment, SM 80 is a pair of switching matrix planes, with each matrix plane being a single stage matrix that supports 192 access nodes.

[0106] Figure 13 is a block diagram of a matrix plane of SM 80, which is divided into rows and columns. Figure 13 also illustrates the matrix elements 161, which constitute SM 80. Each matrix element 161 is a 64 x 64 link crosspoint
switch, and can connect any of 64 inbound packet links 110 to any of 64 outbound packet links 110. Matrix elements 161 are controlled by CC 98 via connect bus 111. As explained below, inbound packet links 110 are multi-dropped to matrix elements 161 in each matrix row. Matrix elements 161 in a matrix column are wire OR'd to outbound packet links 110.

[0107] As illustrated in Figure 5, during each frame, CC 98 transmits a new list of connection commands to SM 80. The list is stored in SM 80 for execution during the next frame. All of the stored connection commands are executed simultaneously, synchronized by the PFS signal.

[0108] Matrix ports, which are associated with GWY's 82, are divided into three groups, shown as groups 0, 1, and 2. Ports in group 0 are connected to the inbound side of row 0 and to the outbound side of column 0, with the ports of groups 1 and 2 being connected analogously. Thus, each row forms an inbound group and each column forms an outbound group. The 64 inbound links associated with a row are multiplexed to the other elements in the group.

[0109] Each of the 64 outbound packet link drivers on a matrix element 161 is independently enabled by a connection command. For this reason, an additional level of multiplexing can be provided by using wired OR logic. More specifically, a group of up to 3 matrix elements 161 in the same column may have their outbound packet links wire OR'd, and any of the 64 outbound packet links associated with this group of matrix elements 161 may be connected to any of the 192 inbound links. The logic of each matrix element 161 ensures that for each outbound packet link, connection commands are interpreted so that only one driver in this group of matrix elements 161 drives an outbound packet link 110 during a frame.

[0110] A connection command from a port A in group 1 to a port B in group 2 results in a one-way connection. Thus, two connection commands are required to establish a two-way connection, i.e., A to B and B to A. The connection from A to B is accomplished by matrix element 161(1/2), and the connection from B to A is accomplished by matrix element 161(2/1). For this two-way connection, the drivers corresponding to the outbound link of B on matrix elements 161(0/2) and 2/2 must be in the high impedance state. Similarly, the drivers corresponding to the outbound link of A on matrix elements 161(0/1) and 1/1 must be in the high impedance state. Therefore, in this example, connection commands received from CC 98 are decoded by six matrix elements 161.

[0111] Matrix elements 161 receive timing signals from MC 70. If there is a MC pair 70, timing select signals from MC 70 cause each matrix element 161 to select one copy of the timing signals as the active copy. In the timing scheme of this description, matrix elements 161 operate at the packet link rate of 40 Mbits per second.

[0112] Matrix elements 161 buffer connection commands during each packet frame for execution in the next frame. At the beginning of a packet frame, all of the connection commands buffered in the prior frame are simultaneously executed so that all connections persist for the entire frame.

[0113] An additional outbound port, port 64, may be provided on matrix element 161 to support a fault isolation function. In operation, this port may be connected to any inbound port. The selection of the port to be monitored is under the control of MC 70 via a control register on matrix element 161. To implement this function, a packet link monitor connected to outbound port 64 is provided on each matrix element 161. The monitor is capable of selecting any of the 64 inbound links associated with a matrix element 161 for monitoring parity and trace signals carried on the packet links, using an L2 trace facility. When NC 78 detects a connection fault, monitor logic is invoked to permit the fault to be isolated to a single matrix element 161.

[0114] An additional inbound port, port 64, is also provided on each matrix element 161 to support a packet broadcast function. A broadcast buffer on the matrix element 161 that can be loaded with a packet from MC 70 is connected to this port. The packet in the broadcast buffer is transmitted to port 64 continuously, once within a specified interval each frame. Timing of the packet transmission with respect to the PFS signal is such that it can be used to synchronize the NC's 78 to the PFS signal.

[0115] When a broadcast message is to be executed, MC 70 loads the packet in the broadcast buffers of all matrix elements 161 in a selected matrix row, i.e., 0/0, 0/1, and 0/2, before executing a broadcast command to CC 98. The broadcast command to CC 98 causes all outbound ports to be connected to the selected broadcast buffers for one packet frame period. Thus, the packet in the broadcast buffer is simultaneously transmitted to all nodes of SN 10. CC 98 uses the SNA field of its connection commands, which is described above, to initiate a packet broadcast.

Interconnections

[0116] Figures 14 - 17 illustrate the format for the various links used in the switching process. Abbreviations for the signals and messages carried by these links are set out above in the first section of this patent application.

[0117] Figure 14 illustrates the format for RB service request link 113, which carry service requests from GC's 88 to RB's 90. The SGWAO - SGWA3 fields contain the gateway address within a gateway group for the server node. The SGPAO - SGPA3 fields contain the server group address of the server node. The OGWAO - OGWA3 fields contain the gateway address within a gateway group for the originator node. The address of the originator group is implied because the GC 88 to RB 90 service request links are fixed point-to-point and the GC 88 from which the RB 90 receives
the request determines the group address. The ABORT bit is used to indicate that data in the address fields is not valid due to error detected by GC 88. When the RSTB is set in a request field, a request for connection is sent to RB 90. The RSTB is not related to other data in the field, but is a look-ahead request for a pending service request in the GC 88 buffer. If valid data is contained in the field for which the RSTB is asserted, the data is associated with a previous RSTB that has already been acknowledged to the GWY 82 by CC 98. When TRC is set in a request field, a trace is indicated for the service request that is being currently transmitted. PAR contains the parity for the 12 bits in the field.

[0118] Figure 15 illustrates the format for RB service acknowledge links 114. Although a RB 90 is capable of receiving a service request from each of its four associated GC's 88 simultaneously, a flow control mechanism is needed to control contention at CC 98. The request acknowledge signal (RACK) on the RB service acknowledge link 114 is used to implement this flow control. The RACK strobe is generated by RB 90 in response to RSTB signal on the RB service request link 113. RACK is used to indicate that the associated RB service request link 113 is connected to a receiver on RB 90 and that a new service request may be presented. OSTB is always held inactive so that GC 88 will not register the data in the unused OGPA field.

[0119] Figure 16 illustrates the format for RB path acknowledge links 115, which connect RB's 90 to GC's 88 for path acknowledgements. Although path requests are not required, path acknowledge links 115 may be used for compatibility with other switching networks that use them. OGWA0 - OGWAA3 contain the gateway address within a gateway group for the originator node. Group addresses are not used. SGWA0 - SGWA3 contain the gateway address within a gateway group for the server node. RACK is held active. OSTB is a strobe that indicates that the field in which it is presented contains an OPAK. SSTB indicates that the field in which it is presented contains a SPAK. One field may contain either an OPAK or SPAK or both. If the originator and server are in the same group, the acknowledgement field will contain both. When TRC is set in an acknowledge field, a trace is indicated for the path acknowledgement currently being transmitted. PAR contains the parity for the other bits in the field.

[0120] Figure 17 illustrates the format for the RB release acknowledge link 116, which connects RB's 90 to GC's 88 for release acknowledgements. Because of centralized queuing and PFS operation, release requests are not required. However, for compatibility with switching networks that use release requests, they have no effect if used. OGWA0 - OGWAA3 contain the gateway address within a gateway group for the originator node. Group addresses are not required. SGWA0 - SGWA3 contain the gateway address of the gateway group for the server node. RACK is held active. OSTB is a strobe that indicates that the field in which it is presented contains an ORAK. SSTB indicates that the field in which it is presented contains a SRAK. One field may contain either an ORAK or SRAK or both. If the originator and server are in the same group, the acknowledgement field will contain both. When TRC is set in a release acknowledge field, a trace is indicated for the release acknowledgement currently being transmitted. PAR contains the parity for the other bits in the field.

[0121] Referring again to Figure 3, CC service request link 118 is a point-to-point interconnect link that carries service requests from the RB's 90 to CC 98, and the READY signal from CC 98 to RB's 90. It is a synchronous, parallel link with 20 lines. OAD0 - OAD7 contain the gateway address and gateway address for the originator node. SAD0 - SAD7 contain the gateway group address and gateway address for the server node. PAR contains the parity for the address bits. RSTB is asserted when OAD0 - OAD7 and SAD0 - SAD7 contain the node addresses for a valid service request. When TRC is set, a trace is initiated for the current service request. READY is asserted when CC 98 can accept another service request.

[0122] Figure 3 also illustrates connect bus 111, which sends a list of connection commands for a given packet frame to SM 80, and sends the list of path acknowledgements to RB's 90. For redundancy, each CC 98 provides two copies of the bus, one for each redundant matrix 161. Connect bus 111 is a 13-bit synchronous, time-multiplexed bus with 192 timeslots. Each timeslot is uniquely associated with a destination node address. The presence of either an originator connection strobe (ORIG) or a server connection strobe (SERVER) in a timeslot indicates that a connection command is being transmitted in that timeslot. Two strobes are used because the connect bus 111 transmits path acknowledgements as well as connection commands. Although SM 80 does not distinguish between server and originator commands, path acknowledgements must distinguish the two signal types. SERVER and ORIG signals are OR'd to produce a strobe indicating a valid connection command for that timeslot. Thus, whenever SERVER or ORIG are active, SM 80 establishes for the following packet frame, a connection from a source node, whose address is contained in the SNA signal, to a destination node, whose address is the associated timeslot for which either SERVER or ORIG or both was active. SNA0 - SNA7 contain the address of the source port for the connection. An active ORIG indicates that the timeslot contains a connection command and that the node associated with the timeslot is a destination node. The TRACE bit activates trace logic on the SM 80 and RB's 90. PARITY A is a parity bit generated across the SERVER, ORIG, and TRACE bits; PARITY C is generated across SERVER, ORIG, TRACE, and SNA bits.
Other Embodiments

[0123] Although the invention has been described with reference to specific embodiments, this description is not meant to be construed in a limiting sense. Various modifications of the disclosed embodiments, as well as alternative embodiments will be apparent to persons skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A switching network (10) for providing data communication between user processors (22-36) of processor-based communications equipment, wherein the user processors (22-36) are arranged in clusters (51), each cluster having a node controller (78), comprising:

- a switching matrix (80) for establishing point-to-point connections between originating processors and destination processors;
- an interchange control system (86) in communication with said switching matrix (80), said interchange control system (86) having at least one service request buffer (90) for receiving service requests from said originating processors, and having a connection controller (98) for maintaining a central queue of said service requests and for establishing connections within said switching matrix (80) in accordance with said service requests;
- a plurality of gateways (82) for providing access from the node controllers (78) to said switching matrix (80) for transmissions of the data and for providing access from said node controllers (78) to said interchange control system (86) for transmissions of control messages, said control messages including said service requests;
- at least one gateway group controller (88) for controlling the operation of said gateways;
- wherein said interchange control system (86) and said gateway group controller (88) are programmed to recognize certain control messages, including, service requests;
- a timing generator (118) for providing a synchronization signal to said interchange control system (86) and said gateway group controller (88), such that all processing of said control messages occurs in fixed intervals with respect to a packet data frame and is completed before an end of the packet data frame, thus eliminating a need for release requests in establishing said connections.

2. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said switching matrix (80) includes memory for storing connection commands during one cycle for execution during a subsequent cycle.

3. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said switching matrix (80) comprises matrix elements (161) having packet link drivers for each of a number of outbound packet links (110), wherein each of said link drivers is independently enabled by a connection command.

4. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said switching matrix (80) has an outbound port for broadcasting packets to all of said gateways (82) simultaneously.

5. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said service request buffer (90) includes a multiplexer (1102) for multiplexing said service requests from an associated one of said gateways (82) to said connection controller (98).

6. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said service request buffer (90) includes memory (1116) for storing path acknowledgments from said connection controller (98) during one cycle and interface circuitry (1106) for transferring them to an associated gateway (82) during a subsequent cycle.

7. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said service request buffer (90) generates and broadcasts release acknowledgments to all its associated gateways (82) simultaneously.

8. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said service request buffer (90) sends path acknowledgments and release acknowledgments during the same cycle.

9. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said service request buffer (90) includes an originator request memory (1108) for determining which of said gateways (82) have issued a service request during a particular cycle.

10. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said connection controller (98) includes a new service request queue
11. The switching network of Claim 10, wherein said connection controller (98) further comprises a service request selector (151) for examining incoming service requests on a priority basis and placing a new service request in said new request queue (155).

12. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said connection controller (98) is programmed to simultaneously queue service requests, examine pending queues, establish connections, and transfer connections to said switching matrix (80) during a single cycle.

13. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said connection controller (98) maintains a node status memory (154) for monitoring the busy status of nodes associated with said gateways (82).

14. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said connection controller (98) has a connect buffer (158) for storing connection commands, and a controller (156) for performing memory swaps on alternate banks of said connect buffer (158).

15. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said connection controller (98) has a state controller (156) programmed to process a service request and its associated packet data transfer during a predetermined number of cycles.

16. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said switching matrix (80) has means for broadcasting a packet, such that said packet is simultaneously delivered to all nodes associated with said gateways.

17. The switching network of Claim 1, wherein said protocol consists only of requests for service, request acknowledgements, path acknowledgments, and release acknowledgments.

18. A method for providing connections between an originating processor and a destination processor for the purpose of communicating digital data, in accordance with a set of connection command protocols that need not include requests to release a connection, comprising the steps of:

   receiving packet data from an originating processor at an origination gateway, wherein said packet data includes an address of a server gateway and a destination processor;
   sending a service request from said origination gateway to an interchange control circuit;
   forming a point-to-point connection between said origination gateway and said server gateway if neither gateway is busy;
   transferring said packet data from said originating processor to said destination processor;

   wherein said receiving, sending, forming, and transferring steps are synchronized to allow packet data transfers to occur within fixed intervals with respect to a packet data frame and to be completed before an end of the packet data frame such that connection releases occur automatically as a result of a lapsed interval of time.

19. The method of claim 18, and further comprising the step of maintaining a central queue of said service requests.

20. The method of Claim 18, wherein said step of forming a point-to-point connection is performed with respect to a current service request during the same packet period as said step of transferring said data with respect to a previous second service request.

21. The method of Claim 18, and further comprising the step of acknowledging said step of forming a point-to-point connection, wherein said acknowledging step is performed during the same packet frame period with respect to a current frame as said step of forming a point-to-point connection for that frame.

22. The method of Claim 18, further comprising the steps of:

   providing a timing signal representing a packet frame period;
   sending a path acknowledgment from the interchange control circuit to the origination gateway associated with the originating processor within said packet frame period for a current packet data;
   transferring said current packet data within said packet frame period to a destination processor node, using a switching matrix in communication with said origination gateway;
The method of Claim 22, and further comprising the step of generating a path acknowledgment for a next subsequent packet data within said interchange control circuit during the same packet frame period.

24. The method of Claim 22, and further comprising the step of generating connection commands from said interchange control circuit to said switching matrix for a next subsequent packet during the same packet frame period.

25. The method of Claim 22, and further comprising the step of transferring connection commands to said switching matrix during the same packet frame period.

Patentansprüche

1. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk (10), um zwischen Benutzer-Prozessoren (22-36) von prozessorgestützten Kommunikationseinrichtungen Datenkommunikation zu schaffen, wobei die Benutzer-Prozessoren (22-36) in Gruppen (51) angeordnet sind und jede Gruppe eine Knotensteuerung (78) enthält, mit:

   einer Vermittlungs-Matrix (80) zum Erzeugen von Punkt-zu-Punkt-Verbindungen zwischen Ursprungs-Prozessoren und Bestimmungs-Prozessoren;
   einem Schnittstellen-Steuerungssystem (86) in Verbindung mit der Vermittlungs-Matrix (80), wobei das Schnittstellen-Steuerungssystem (86) zumindest einen Dienstanforderungs-Puffer (90) hat, um Dienstanforderungen von den Ursprungs-Prozessoren zu empfangen, und eine Verbindungssteuerung (98) enthält, um eine zentrale Warteschlange aus den Dienstanforderungen zu bearbeiten und um entsprechend den Dienstanforderungen in der Vermittlungs-Matrix (80) Verbindungen herzustellen;
   einer Anzahl von Überleitungseinrichtungen (82), um von den Knotensteuerungen (78) Zugriff auf die Vermittlungs-Matrix (80) herzustellen, um die Daten zu übertragen, und um von den Knotensteuerungen (78) Zugriff auf das Schnittstellen-Steuerungssystem (86) herzustellen, um Steuerungsnachrichten zu übertragen, wobei die Steuerungsnachrichten die Dienstanforderungen enthalten;
   zumindest einer Überleitungseinrichtungs-Gruppensteuerung (88), um die Funktion der Überleitungseinrichtungen zu steuern;
   wobei das Schnittstellen-Steuerungssystem (86) und die Überleitungseinrichtungs-Gruppensteuerung (88) programmiert sind, um bestimmte Steuerungsnachrichten, einschließlich Dienstanforderungen, zu erkennen;
   einem Takt-Generator (118), um ein Synchronisationssignal für das Schnittstellen-Steuerungssystem (86) und die Überleitungseinrichtungs-Gruppensteuerung (88) zur Verfügung zu stellen, so daß die gesamte Verarbeitung der Steuerungsnachrichten in festen Intervallen bezüglich eines Paketdatenaufkommens erfolgt und vor einem Ende des Paketdatenaufkommens abgeschlossen ist, wodurch eine Notwendigkeit von Freigabeanforderungen beim Herstellen der Verbindungen beseitigt ist.

2. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Vermittlungs-Matrix (80) einen Speicher enthält, um Verbindungsbefehle während eines Zyklus zur Durchführung während eines nachfolgenden Zyklus zu speichern.


4. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Vermittlungs-Matrix (80) einen Außenband-Anschluß hat, um Pakete gleichzeitig zu allen Überleitungseinrichtungen (82) auszusenden.

5. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Dienstanforderungs-Puffer (90) einen Multiplexer (1102) aufweist, um die Dienstanforderungen von einer zugehörigen der Überleitungseinrichtungen (82) zu der Verbindungssteuerung (98) zu multiplexen.

6. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Dienstanforderungs-Puffer (90) einen Speicher (1116), um Weg-Rückmeldungen von der Verbindungssteuerung (98) während eines Zyklus zu speichern, und eine Interface-Schaltung (1106) aufweist, um sie während eines nachfolgenden Zyklus zu einer zugehörigen Überleitungsein-
richtung (82) zu übertragen.

7. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Dienstanforderungs-Puffer (90) Freigabe-Rückmeldungen erzeugt und gleichzeitig an alle seine zugehörigen Überleitungseinrichtungen (82) aussendet.

8. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Dienstanforderungs-Puffer (90) während des gleichen Zyklus Weg-Rückmeldungen und Freigabe-Rückmeldungen aussendet.


10. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Verbindungssteuerung (98) eine neue Dienstanforderungs-Warteschlange (155), um aktuelle Dienstanforderungen zu speichern, und eine Freilauf-Warteschlange (157), um verzögerte Dienstanforderungen zu speichern, und eine Steuerung (156) enthält, um die Warteschlangen zu lesen.


12. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Verbindungssteuerung (98) programmiert ist, um während eines einzelnen Zyklus gleichzeitig Dienstanforderungen einzurichten, anstehende Warteschlangen zu untersuchen, Verbindungen herzustellen und Verbindungen zu der Vermittlungs-Matrix (80) zu übertragen.

13. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Verbindungssteuerung (98) einen Knotenstatuspeicher (154) hat, um den Belegt-Status von Knoten zu überwachen, die mit den Überleitungseinrichtungen (82) in Beziehung stehen.

14. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Verbindungssteuerung (98) einen Verbindungs-Puffer (158), um Verbindungsbefehle zu speichern, und eine Steuerung (156) hat, um Speicherauslagerungen auf andere Bänke des Verbindungs-Puffers (158) durchzuführen.

15. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Verbindungssteuerung (98) eine Zustandssteuerung (156) enthält, die programmiert ist, um während einer vorbestimmten Anzahl von Zyklen eine Dienstanforderung und deren zugehörige Paketdatenübertragung zu verarbeiten.

16. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Vermittlungs-Matrix (80) Einrichtungen aufweist, um ein Paket auszusenden, so daß das Paket gleichzeitig an alle Knoten geliefert wird, die mit den Überleitungseinrichtungen in Beziehung stehen.

17. Vermittlungs-Netzwerk nach Anspruch 1, bei dem das Protokoll lediglich Dienstanforderungen, Anforderungs-Rückmeldungen, Weg-Rückmeldungen und Freigabe-Rückmeldungen enthält.

18. Verfahren zum Herstellen von Verbindungen zwischen einem Ursprungs-Prozessor und einem Bestimmungs-Prozessor für den Zweck der Übertragung digitaler Daten entsprechend einem Satz von Verbindungsbefehlsprotokollen, die keine Anforderungen zum Freigeben einer Verbindung enthalten müssen, mit den Schritten:

- Empfangen von Paketdaten von einem Ursprungs-Prozessor an einer Ursprungs-Überleitungseinrichtung, wobei die Paketdaten eine Adresse von einer Server-Überleitungseinrichtung und einem Bestimmungs-Prozessor enthalten;
- Senden einer Dienstanforderung von der Ursprungs-Überleitungseinrichtung zu einer Schnittstellen-Steuerungsschaltung;
- Erzeugen einer Punkt-zu-Punkt-Verbindung zwischen der Ursprungs-Überleitungseinrichtung und der Server-Überleitungseinrichtung, wenn keine Überleitungseinrichtung belegt ist;
- Übertragen der Paketdaten von dem Ursprungs-Prozessor zu dem Bestimmungs-Prozessor, wobei die Schritte des Empfangens, Sendens, Erzeugens und Übertragens synchronisiert sind, um zu ermöglichen, daß eine Paketdatenübertragung in festen Intervallen bezüglich eines Paketdatenrahmens stattfindet und vor einem Ende des Paketdatenrahmens abgeschlossen ist, so daß als ein Resultat eines abgelaufenen
Zeitintervalls automatisch Verbindungsfreigaben stattfinden.


22. Verfahren nach Anspruch 18, außerdem mit den Schritten:

   Schaffen eines Taktsignals, das eine Paketrahmenperiode darstellt;
   Senden einer Weg-Rückmeldung von der Schnittstelle-Steuerungsschaltung zu der Ursprungs-Überleitungseinrichtung, die mit dem Ursprungs-Prozessor in Beziehung steht, in der Paketrahmenperiode für aktuelle Paketdaten;
   Übertragen der aktuellen Paketdaten innerhalb der Paketrahmenperiode zu einem Bestimmungs-Prozessor-Knoten, unter Verwendung einer Vermittlungs-Matrix in Verbindung mit der Ursprungs-Überleitungseinrichtung;
   Senden einer Freigabe-Rückmeldung von der Schnittstelle-Steuerungsschaltung zu der Ursprungs-Überleitungseinrichtung innerhalb der Paketrahmenperiode für die aktuellen Paketdaten;
   wobei jeder der Schritte während der gleichen Paketrahmenperiode stattfindet.


Revidications

1. Réseau à commutation (10) pour réaliser la transmission de données entre des processeurs utilisateur (22-36) d’équipement de communication à base de processeurs, dans lequel les processeurs utilisateur (22-36) sont agencés en grappes (51), chaque grappe comportant un contrôleur de noeud (75), comprenant:

   une matrice de commutation (80) pour établir des connexions point à point entre des processeurs de départ et des processeurs de destination;
   un système de contrôle d'échange (86) en communication avec ladite matrice de commutation (80), ledit système de contrôle d'échange (86) comportant au moins une mémoire tampon de requête de service (90) pour recevoir les requêtes de service provenant desdits processeurs de départ et comportant un contrôleur de connexion (98) pour gérer une file d'attente centrale desdites requêtes de service et pour établir des connexions dans ladite matrice de commutation (80) conformément auxdites requêtes de service;
   une pluralité de passerelles (82) pour fournir un accès à partir des contrôleurs de noeud (75) à ladite matrice de commutation (80) pour les transmissions des données et pour fournir un accès à partir desdits contrôleurs de noeud (78) audit système de contrôle d'échange (86) pour les transmissions de messages de contrôle, lesdits messages de contrôle comprenant lesdites requêtes de service;
   au moins un contrôleur de grappe de passerelles (88) pour contrôler le fonctionnement desdites passerelles, dans lequel ledit système de contrôle d'échange (86) et ledit contrôleur de groupe de passerelles (88) sont...
programmés pour reconnaître certains messages de contrôle, comprenant les requêtes de service ;
un générateur de synchronisation (11b) pour fournir un signal de synchronisation audit système de contrôle
d’échange (86) et audit contrôleur de groupe de passerelles (88), de sorte que tout le traitement desdits mes-
sages de contrôle se produise dans des intervalles fixes par rapport à une trame de données de paquet et
soit achevé avant la fin de la trame de données de paquet, éliminant ainsi le besoin de requêtes de libération
pour l’établissement desdites connexions.

2. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite matrice de commutation (80) comprend une
mémoire pour mémoriser des commandes de connexion pendant un cycle afin qu’elles soient exécutées pendant
un cycle suivant.

3. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite matrice de commutation (80) comprend des
éléments de matrice (161) comportant des dispositifs de commande de liaisons de paquets pour chacune d’un
certain nombre de liaisons de paquets de départ (110), dans lequel chacun desdits dispositifs de commande de
liaisons est validé, de manière indépendante, par une commande de connexion.

4. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite matrice de commutation (80) comporte un port
de départ pour diffuser des paquets vers toutes lesdites passerelles (82) simultanément.

5. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite mémoire tampon de requête de service (90)
comprend un multiplexeur (1102) pour multiplexer lesdites requêtes de service à partir d’une passerelle associée
parmi lesdites passerelles (82) vers ledit contrôleur de connexion (98).

6. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite mémoire tampon de requête de service (90)
comprend une mémoire (1116), pour mémoriser les accusés de réception de chemin provenant dudit contrôleur de
connexion (98) pendant un cycle, et des éléments de circuit d’interface (1106) pour les transférer vers une
passerelle (82) associée pendant un cycle suivant.

7. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite mémoire tampon de requête de service (90)
génère et diffuse les accusés de réception de libération à toutes ses passerelles (82) associées, simultanément.

8. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite mémoire tampon de requête de service (90)
envoie les accusés de réception de chemin et les accusés de réception de libération pendant le même cycle.

9. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite mémoire tampon de requête de service (90)
comprend une mémoire d’origine de requête (1108) pour déterminer laquelle desdites passerelles (82) a émis une
requête de service pendant un cycle particulier.

10. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit contrôleur de connexion (98) comprend une file
d’attente de nouvelles requêtes de service (155) pour mémoriser les requêtes de service actuelles et une file
d’attente de garde (157) pour mémoriser les requêtes de service différées et un contrôleur (156) pour lire lesdites
files d’attente.

11. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 10, dans lequel ledit contrôleur de connexion (98) comprend, de
plus, un sélecteur de requête de service (151) pour examiner les requêtes de service entrant sur une base de
priorité et pour placer une nouvelle requête de service dans ladite file d’attente de nouvelles requêtes (155).

12. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit contrôleur de connexion (98) est programmé
pour, simultanément, mettre en file d’attente les requêtes de service, examiner les files d’attente en cours, établir
les connexions et transférer les connexions vers ladite matrice de commutation (80) pendant un cycle unique.

13. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit contrôleur de connexion (98) met à jour une
mémoire d’état de noeud (154) pour mémoriser l’état occupé des noeuds associés auxdites passerelles (82).

14. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit contrôleur de connexion (98) comporte une
mémoire tampon de connexion (158) pour mémoriser les commandes de connexion et un contrôleur (156) pour
effectuer des échanges de mémoires sur d’autres blocs de ladite mémoire tampon de connexion (158).
15. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit contrôleur de connexion (98) comporte un contrôleur d’état (156) programmé pour traiter une requête de service et son transfert de données de paquet associé pendant un nombre prédéterminé de cycles.

16. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite matrice de commutation (80) comporte des moyens pour diffuser un paquet, de sorte que ledit paquet soit délivré, simultanément, à tous les noeuds associés auxdites passerelles.

17. Réseau à commutation selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit protocole consiste seulement en requêtes de service, en accusés de réception de requêtes, en accusés de réception de chemin et en accusés de réception de libération.

18. Procédé pour réaliser des connexions entre un processeur de départ et un processeur de destination dans le but de transmettre des données numériques, conformément à un ensemble de protocoles de commandes de connexion qui n’ont pas besoin de comprendre de requêtes pour libérer une connexion, comprenant les étapes consistant à :

- recevoir des données de paquet provenant d’un processeur de départ au niveau d’une passerelle de départ, dans laquelle lesdites données de paquet comprennent une adresse d’une passerelle de serveur et d’un processeur de destination;
- envoyer une requête de service à partir de ladite passerelle de départ vers un circuit de contrôle d’échange;
- former une connexion point à point entre ladite passerelle de départ et ladite passerelle de serveur si aucune des passerelles n’est occupée;
- transférer lesdites données de paquet depuis ledit processeur de départ vers ledit processeur de destination;

dans laquelle lesdites étapes de réception, d’envoi, de formation et de transfert sont synchronisées pour permettre que les transferts de données de paquet se produisent dans des intervalles fixes par rapport à une trame de données de paquet et soient achevés avant la fin de la trame de données de paquet, de sorte que les libérations de connexions se produisent automatiquement en conséquence d’un intervalle de temps écoulé.

19. Procédé selon la revendication 18 et comprenant, de plus, l’étape consistant à mettre à jour une file d’attente centrale desdites requêtes de service.

20. Procédé selon la revendication 18, dans lequel ladite étape consistant à former une connexion point à point est exécutée concernant une requête de service actuelle pendant la même période de paquets que ladite étape consistant à transférer lesdites données concernant une seconde requête de service précédente.

21. Procédé selon la revendication 18 et comprenant, de plus, l’étape consistant à accuser réception de ladite étape consistant à former une connexion point à point, dans laquelle ladite étape d’accusé de réception est exécutée pendant la même période de trame de paquet concernant une trame actuelle que ladite étape consistant à former une connexion point à point pendant cette trame.

22. Procédé selon la revendication 18, comprenant, de plus, les étapes consistant à :

- fournir un signal de synchronisation représentant une période de trame de paquet;
- envoyer un accusé de réception de chemin à partir du circuit de contrôle d’échange vers la passerelle de départ associée au processeur de départ dans ladite période de trame de paquet pour des données de paquet actuelles;
- transférer lesdites données de paquet actuelles dans ladite période de trame de paquet vers un noeud de processeur de destination, en utilisant une matrice de commutation en communication avec ladite passerelle de départ;
- envoyer un accusé de réception de libération à partir dudit circuit de contrôle d’échange vers ladite passerelle de départ dans ladite période de trame de paquet pour lesdites données de paquet actuelles;

dans laquelle chacune desdites étapes se produit pendant la même période de trame de paquet.

23. Procédé selon la revendication 22 et comprenant, de plus, l’étape consistant à générer un accusé de réception de chemin pour des données de paquet subséquentes suivantes dans ledit circuit de contrôle d’échange pendant
la même période de trame de paquet.

24. Procédé selon la revendication 22 et comprenant, de plus, l'étape consistant à générer des commandes de connexion à partir du circuit de contrôle d'échange vers ladite matrice de commutation pour un paquet subséquent suivant pendant la même période de trame de paquet.

25. Procédé selon la revendication 22 et comprenant, de plus, l'étape consistant à transférer les commandes de connexion à ladite matrice de commutation pendant la même période de trame de paquet.
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